ASTM International Author Instructions for Journal, Book, and STP Authors

1. CHECKLIST OF MANUSCRIPT REQUIREMENTS: Before you get started, have these items available for uploading your paper and figures into the system:

☐ Names and contact information for each author in the order that they should appear. Authors are urged to register in ORCID at www.orcid.org to get a 16-digit author identifier. ORCID enables authors to be linked with their works, facilitates indexing, avoids duplication, and lessens ambiguities when researchers are looking for a particular author (e.g., Roberta K. Jones, R. K. Jones). Any addition, deletion, or rearrangement of author names in the authorship list should be made as soon as possible prior to publication of the manuscript. No addition, deletion, or rearrangement will be made after publication, including publication in First Look.

☐ Title and Running Title. The title should be as concise as possible but informative enough to facilitate information retrieval. Example: Modeling the Lowest Hardness Point in a Steel Bar During Quenching. The Running Title is a shortened version of the title of the paper used at the top of each printed page in the final publication. It should be less than 50 characters (including spaces) and convey the general topic of the paper. Example: MODELING THE LOWEST HARDNESS.

☐ Abstract. The abstract must be no more than 300 words. The abstract should be written as one paragraph and should not contain mathematical equations, tabular material, footnotes, citations or references. For Manuals and Monographs, the abstract and keywords will not appear in the book but will be on our website to describe your chapter.

☐ Keywords. Include 3–10 keywords to be used for indexing purposes.

☐ ASTM Committee and Subcommittee. From the submission site, select a main ASTM committee and appropriate subcommittee from the drop down box and then select ADD.

☐ Cover Letter. Cover letter describing what makes your paper unique and worthy of publication and any other information that will assist our Editors. Include disclosures of conflicts of interest and funding information here.

☐ File Type. Acceptable text files are Microsoft Word. Do not submit a PDF. The system will automatically create PDFs to be used by the reviewers.


☐ Permissions. Be sure to obtain permission for any figures, tables, or other previously published materials. All necessary waivers of copyright permissions must be obtained by the author, submitted to ASTM in writing, and cited in the publication with the copyright owner’s permission. Dual publication or publication of others’ work without written permission is never acceptable. All cost for copyright permission is the responsibility of the author. A sample letter to copyright holders in available as Appendix C for your use. Failure to obtain appropriate permissions will result in delays and possible rejection of your submission. If you cannot obtain permission, you must delete the material or replace it with an original figure or another figure for which you can obtain permission.

☐ References. A reference list that cites the works of others to support your ideas is required for publication. See the ASTM Style Manual for formatting instructions. Journal or book editors, reviewers, and/or ASTM Committee on Publications (COP) representatives may request additional references be added.

☐ ASTM Style Manual. Familiarize yourself with the ASTM Style Manual found under “Instructions and Forms” on the manuscript submission site (see Item 3 on the following page for the manuscript submission site URLs).
2. ASTM Publication Policies

2.1 Commercialism Policy. Commercialism is unacceptable in all publications. Use generic terms whenever possible. If you must name a specific product, capitalize trademarks and trade names. Use the symbols ® and ™ when appropriate. Include the company name, city, and state in a footnote the first time used and capitalize the trademark name throughout the rest of the paper.

2.2 Conflict of Interest. Authors are responsible for recognizing and disclosing any conflict of interest in their cover letters that could be perceived to bias their work, and they should acknowledge all financial support and any other personal connections with any of the Editors. Explain conflicts of interest in the cover letter.

2.3 "Previously Published" Policy. The policy of the ASTM COP forbids the publication of previously published material in a peer-reviewed, archival document or electronic format such that the material can be easily referenced and obtained. With limited exceptions, this definition would encompass any work that is currently subject to copyright protection. The material in question need not be identical to the previous publication, only substantially the same. The Editor of the publication is responsible for determining whether the material is "substantially the same" in each case. Our copyeditors run all papers through programs that identify similar or identical works. Exceptions to this policy can be granted only with the approval of the Editor. Papers that contain some previously published materials require permission from the copyright owners.

2.4 Author/Copyright Owner Agreement. You, the corresponding author, will be required to electronically accept ASTM's Author/Copyright Owner Agreement (see Appendix A) during the submission process. You will advise all co-authors of the terms of the agreement and the use of their name(s) in the manuscript. A government employee option is also available.

2.5 Manuscript Style Manual. All authors should download the ASTM Style Guide (see Item 3 for the appropriate URL and then go to “Instructions and Forms”) for instructions on paper format, citation/reference style, table format, etc. A sample paper is also available at this same site. The sample paper should be used as a guide for the appropriate elements of a submission. Formatting will be handled by our production team after acceptance. The paper or chapter should include the abstract, references, and captions, and should be typed in English, double-spaced with 1-inch margins. It should be carefully proofread by the author. The manuscript must be in good scientific American English; this is the author's responsibility. Number all pages in sequence beginning with the title page. Pages of the manuscript should be arranged in the following order: abstract, key words, main manuscript text, acknowledgments, appendices, references, tables with captions, list of figure captions, and figures.

3. Where to Submit Your Manuscript
Submit manuscripts via ScholarOne Manuscripts Central, the online manuscript submission system for all ASTM International publications. Links:

a) Book Chapters: http://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/astm-books
b) STP papers: http://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/astm-stp
c) Advances in Civil Engineering Materials: http://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/astm-acem
d) Geotechnical Testing Journal: http://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/astm-gtj
g) Smart and Sustainable Manufacturing Systems: https://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/astm-ssms

For an overview, click on “User Tutorials” to learn more about the submission site.
4. Citing Your Work
When citing your ASTM paper in other works, follow these guidelines:

Authors’ Last Names followed by First and Middle Initials, “Title of Paper,” Title of Journal or Book, Vol. #, Issue # (if a journal), ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA, year, page range, DOI (this will be provided by ASTM with your proof)

5. Contacts for Peer Review and Editorial Offices

Peer Review
Sara Welliver
ASTM Publications
J&J Editorial Services
201 Shannon Oaks Cir., Ste. 124
Cary, NC 27511
919-650-1459, ext. 210
Email: astm@jjeditorial.com

Editorial: Manuals, Monographs, and Data Series
Monica Siperko
ASTM International
100 Barr Harbor Drive
West Conshohocken, PA 19428
610-832-9622
Email: msiperko@astm.org

Editorial: Journals and STPs
Alyssa Conaway
ASTM International
100 Barr Harbor Drive
West Conshohocken, PA 19428
610-832-9620
Email: aconaway@astm.org

Reference must be made to the Manuscript ID #, title, author, and journal or book in all correspondence.
Appendix A – Author/Copyright Owner Agreement (to be accepted online when you submit your paper or chapter)
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ASTM International

Author/Copyright Owner Agreement

Paper/Chapter Title as submitted (the “Work”)

For U.S. and foreign government employees who have prepared this Work as a part of their official duties, it is understood that copyright is not available for assignment. This agreement must be accepted so as to agree to and acknowledge all other terms of this agreement.

“You” means the Author(s) (and Copyright Owner(s), if different)

Author’s Obligations. You have submitted the Work to ASTM for publication. You represent that the Work submitted has not been previously published. You promise that the Work is not currently under consideration by another publication. You warrant that the Work is original material (except for any material from copyrighted sources reproduced with the written permission of the copyright holder sufficient to permit ASTM to use the Work as contemplated), and is in no way a violation or an infringement of any copyright belonging to any third party; that the materials contained in the Work are accurate; and that the Work contains no defamatory or otherwise illegal materials.

You grant the following rights to ASTM: the worldwide and perpetual right to (a) print and/or electronically publish and distribute the Work (or portions thereof) in all versions of ASTM publications (in any language and with the right to translate), websites and/or newsletters and right to print and/or electronically publish and distribute the Work to other sites under license or contract with ASTM; (b) include the Work in advertising and promotion; (c) include the Work in print and non-print products anywhere in the world.

Corresponding Author: The corresponding author is the person with whom ASTM communicates. He/She is responsible for updating all co-authors regarding the status of the Work. The corresponding author is responsible for transferring copyright and has communicated the terms of ASTM copyright with co-authors prior to publication.

Electronically accepting this Agreement represents and warrants that you (and any co-authors) are the sole copyright holder(s) of the Work and that you have identified all co-authors to ASTM. You also represent that each of the co-author(s) have also granted permission to ASTM to use their name(s) in connection with any past, present, or future promotional activity by ASTM, including, but not limited to, promotions for upcoming issues or publications, circulation solicitations, advertising, or other publications in connection with the publication.

Compensation. You will not receive or be entitled to any royalty, fee, commission, payment or other compensation.

Copyright Assignment. It is ASTM’s policy to require authors/copyright owners to assign the copyright in the submitted works, in order that ASTM may disseminate the Work to the fullest extent. You hereby assign all rights, including the copyright, in the Work to ASTM, prior to publication, by executing this Agreement. including but not limited to any and all copyright(s) therein held by each Author, together with any rights of each to secure renewals, reissues and extensions of copyright that may be secured under the laws now or hereafter in force and
effect in the United States or in any other country, and any and all rights to enforce such copyright(s) or bring other claim in connection with such copyright.

The Work becomes the copyrighted property of ASTM and shall not be published anywhere without the prior written consent of ASTM. **ASTM reserves the right of first publication of all papers offered for publication.**

The author(s), if different from the copyright owner(s) also represents that he/she/they prepared the Work within the scope of their employment, as a work-for-hire.

**Peer Review Policy.** All papers are subject to review by two anonymous peer reviewers, as the process is described in ASTM’s peer review process (copy will be provided upon request). Submission of Work does not in any way guarantee that ASTM will publish the Work.

**Limited Right of Use by Author(s)’ Employer.** ASTM grants the authors’ employer the limited and non-exclusive license to make a limited number of photocopies (hardcopy paper copies, specifically excluding any electronic copies) and circulate these copies within its company for internal purposes. Author(s)’ employer acknowledges and will retain ASTM’s copyright notice on each hardcopy it makes.

As the Author, ASTM permits you certain uses that do not require permission from ASTM. These include:

- The right to make copies of the Work for your own personal use, including for your own classroom teaching use;
- The right to make copies and distribute copies of the Work to research colleagues, for the personal use by such colleagues (but not commercially or systematically, e.g. via an email list or list serve);
- The right to post the pre-print version of the Work on your website or your employer’s website with reference to the publication by ASTM as the copyright holder. This preprint will be sent to you by the copyeditor. This version does not include the final edits. Such preprints may be posted as electronic files on the Author’s own website for personal or professional use, or on the Author’s internal university or corporate networks/intranet, or secure external website at the Author’s institution, but not for commercial sale or for any systematic external distribution by a third party (eg: a list server or database connected to a public access server). Prior to publication, the Author must include the following notice on the preprint: “This is a preprint of an article accepted for publication in Publication (journal or book) Title, Copyright © (year), ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA, doi10/1520_________.” NOTE: Directing researchers to the DOI will ensure the authors get appropriate citations from CrossRef.
- After publication of the Work by ASTM International, the preprint notice should be amended to read as follows: “This is a preprint of an article published in Publication (journal or book) Title, Copyright © (year), ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA, doi10/1520__________, page numbers, www.astm.org”. The Author agrees not to update the preprint or replace it with the published version of the Work;
- A PDF of the final version will be supplied to each author and co-author, with a Watermark on the last page that states: “Copyright ASTM International. All rights reserved, date, time. Downloaded by (author’s name, affiliation, pursuant to Author/Copyright Owner Agreement. No further reproduction authorized.” This version can be given to your employer or funding agency. Continue to direct researchers to the DOI for proper CrossRef attribution.
- The right to present the Work at a meeting or conference and to distribute copies of such Work to the delegate attending the meeting after the Work is published by ASTM with appropriate citation to the published article;
- For the author’s employer, if the Work is a “work for hire”, made within the scope of the author’s employment, the right to use all or part of the information in (any version of) the Work for other intra-company use (e.g., training);
- You retain any patent and trademark rights and rights to any process or procedure described in the Work;
• The right to include the Work in full or in part in a thesis or dissertation (provided that this is not to be published commercially);
• The right to use the Work or any part thereof in a printed compilation of works of the author, such as collected writings or lecture notes (subsequent to publication of the Work by ASTM); and
• The right to prepare other derivative works, to the extent the Work is not book-length form, or to otherwise re-use portions or excerpts in other publications, with full acknowledgement of its original publication by ASTM.

Other uses by authors must be authorized in writing by ASTM.

By electronically accepting this Agreement, you agree to all the above terms and limitations.
Appendix B – Types of Submissions
The editor may waive these restrictions to encourage papers on topics that cannot be treated within these limitations. Review papers concerned with a large topic area may be longer in order to adequately cover the topic. Justification for longer manuscripts should be provided and permission received from the Journal’s Editor. *Tables and figures of normal size should generally be counted as 250 word equivalents each.

Technical Manuscripts (10,000 words)*
Technical manuscripts are full-length papers that significantly contribute to the technical literature and should be of interest to testing professionals and/or researchers. They must include a review of past work in the relevant area and should present information of current interest or probe new fields.

Review Papers (10,000 to 20,000 words)
Review papers provide historical context and technical development in a field of interest to ASTM International. They survey the primary sources that contribute to the current state of research on a particular topic. A review paper typically synthesizes and references key relevant papers on a selected topic and presents a coherent view of the “state of the art” as it now stands. The author of a review should demonstrate a thorough understanding of the literature and as a result formulates a useful analysis of it. While authors of review papers do not present new research, they are expected to provide a new perspective. Review papers usually incorporate some of the following elements: recent major research advances and discoveries, significant gaps in the current research, current debates, and ideas of where research might go next. Review papers can be submitted for consideration but it is highly recommended that an abstract be discussed with the journal editor prior to full submission.

Technical Notes (3,500 words)
Technical notes are shorter than technical papers, approximately 3,500 words, and must also include a review of past work in the relevant area. Technical notes may be used to present preliminary or partial results of research, limited research results, innovative equipment or methods, and/or proposed modifications of testing standards.

Discussions (2,000 words)
Discussions present significant comments or questions about the technical content of a previously published technical paper or technical note published in a journal. They must be submitted during a 6-month period following the date of publication of the paper or note. Discussions should not simply speculate, repeat or emphasize material published elsewhere, advocate special or commercial interests, or controvert established fact. Discussions follow the requirements for other manuscripts except that they do not have abstracts, introductions, or conclusions. The Editor(s) will determine whether a discussion is appropriate for publication, and if so, will forward the discussion to the author(s) of the original paper for a Closure to be written. Be sure to include the authors’ names, paper title, journal, and paper ID number. The suggested word count is 2,000 words.

Closures (2,000 words)
Closures are written by the author(s) of an original paper or note in response to a Discussion. The author(s) addresses and clarifies issues raised in the Discussion and provides conclusions to the issues. Closures and discussions are published together and linked to the original paper online. The suggested word count is 2,000 words.

Book Reviews (2,000 words)
Book reviews assess new books whose content is judged important by the journal Editor. They summarize the work, illuminate its strengths and weaknesses, and place it in context with existing literature. Reviews are limited to 2,000 words and are usually written upon request by the Journal’s editor(s).
Errata and Corrigenda
Errata are corrections of egregious, technical errors made during the publication process that appear in published manuscripts, notes, discussions, etc. Corrigenda are corrections of egregious, technical errors made before the publication process. Errata and Corrigenda are published as separate documents and are linked online to the original paper. (See Item 6.2b.)
Appendix C – Request for Permission Template

Date:
TO: (copyright holder)
FROM: (author)

I am preparing material for a publication titled: __________________ to be published by ASTM International. I hereby request copyright permission for non-exclusive worldwide rights, in all languages, to include the following material in this publication(s) and all future editions and revisions thereof, in all formats including CD-ROM, internet, and other electronic media:

(List material to be republished and source of the material. Also include a copy of the material if possible.)

A credit line to acknowledge the use of your material will be noted. If you have a preferred credit line, please indicate below.

If permission is granted, please complete, sign, and return this form to my attention. A copy is enclosed for your files. By signing this release, you hereby grant ASTM authority and discretion to grant permission for others to copy or reproduce the figures.

Please return this form to the address below at your earliest convenience.

Author’s name
Address
Email address

I (copyright holder) grant permission for the use requested above.

Authorized Signature: __________________________ Date: __________________________
Printed Name and Title: __________________________________________________________
Company: __________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________
Preferred Credit Line: ________________________________________________________
Appendix D – ASTM Policy on Plagiarism

The current ASTM policy on plagiarism is the following:

"Previously Published" Policy. In order to maintain the integrity of the publication process, the policy of ASTM and its Committee on Publications (COP) forbids the publication of previously published material. For the purpose of this policy, "previously published" means published in a peer-reviewed, archival document or electronic format such that the material can be easily referenced and obtained. With limited exceptions, this definition would encompass any work that is currently subject to copyright protection.

It is permissible, for ASTM specifically and for journals broadly, to publish a paper that expands on something already published. In this case it should be made clear that the longer paper is an extension of work already published, with a clear citation of the earlier publication. If the earlier paper is copyrighted, then the author may not repeat blocks of text, tables, or figures from the earlier paper without obtaining permission and providing proper citation of the source. It is also permissible to publish a paper that distills, summarizes, or reviews something already published. This is commonly done in review papers and when publishing a paper based on a student’s thesis. In these cases, as well, it should be made clear that the paper is based on work already published. What is not permitted is to publish work that is essentially unchanged from a previous paper or to use work of other without obtaining permission from the copyright owner and properly citing the source.
Appendix E – Green Open Access* Policies and Procedures for ASTM International Journals

It is the mission of ASTM International to provide high quality content to our members and customers. Our rigorous peer review process is the cornerstone of that mission along with an experienced and dedicated staff.

ASTM continues to invest in the latest technologies to support our contributing authors with print, electronic publishing, metadata, and submissions to notable indexing and abstracting services.

ASTM has established a Green Open Access policy as of January 1, 2016. Under this new policy, authors will be allowed to deposit their final paper in their company or university repositories with appropriate reference to the source journal after a twelve-month embargo period. Prior to that time a pre-press version can be deposited. ASTM will not collect page charges or article processing charges. ASTM will retain and defend the copyright for all materials published by the society. For more details see the following Policies and Procedures section below.

* Green Open Access journals provide authors with free access to peer-reviewed papers, usually after an embargo period. There are no article processing charges.

Impetus: This is in consideration of mandates requiring government funded researchers to publish their work in peer-reviewed, Open Access (OA) journals. Open Access can be either Gold or Green. Gold OA is free immediately upon publication and the cost of publishing is borne by the authors who pay article processing charges (APCs). Green OA is free after an embargo period, and the authors are not charged APCs. The cost of publishing is borne by the subscribers. Article processing charges are acceptable but are usually not included in the funding. Authors are also requesting that their papers be included in their university or corporate repositories. To address these issues the following COP Policies and Procedures have been developed:

Policies and Procedures:

ASTM has adopted a Green OA process as of January 1, 2016.

The start date for the embargo period will be the date the paper is published online. For example:

Manuscript received February 5, 2015;

accepted for publication July 10, 2015;

published online October 10, 2015.

The article would then be available to authors for free October 10, 2016.

ASTM will continue its subscription-based business model and retain copyright. No APCs will be levied except for color printing.

Authors may place their approved, pre-press papers without final edits, which they receive from the copyeditor, in their company or university repository in accordance with the Fair Use terms outlined in the Author Copyright Agreement (also below) recognizing ASTM International as the publisher with a complete reference including the DOI.

Final papers will be made available to authors without charge after a 12-month embargo period. After the embargo is lifted, authors can submit the final published paper to their company or university repositories with appropriate reference to ASTM International as the copyright holder, including the DOI.
Subscribers to ASTM Compass® or to individual journals would have immediate access to all published papers (with no embargo). Individual papers can also be purchased by non-subscribers immediately upon publication.

Papers published prior to January 1, 2016, will remain part of the subscription-based process and will not be available as OA publications.

ASTM will defend copyright and submit published work to the Library of Congress.

ASTM will collect ORCID numbers from authors, assign DOIs for papers, and submit this material to CrossRef, FundRef, and other indexing services.

ASTM will conduct the rigorous peer review process established by the COP.

ASTM will copyedit, format, and prepare metadata for each published paper. The papers will be published online in full color. Printed materials will be in black and white unless color page charges have been collected.

Non-subscribers to Compass® would pay for purchasing papers from the ASTM website or they may contact the author for a free copy of the paper. The author can provide the paper to the researcher or direct them to their repository for the pre-press version while the embargo is in place and to the final version after the embargo has been lifted.

Fair Use Excerpt from the ASTM Author Agreement:

Limited Right of Use by Author(s)’ Employers. ASTM grants the authors’ employers the limited and non-exclusive license to make a limited number of photocopies (hardcopy paper copies, specifically excluding any electronic copies) and circulate these copies within its company for internal purposes. Author(s)’ employers acknowledge and will retain ASTM’s copyright notice on each hardcopy they make.

As the Author, ASTM permits you certain uses that do not require permission from ASTM. These include:

- The right to make copies of the Work for your own personal use, including for your own classroom teaching use;
- The right to make copies and distribute copies of the Work to research colleagues, for the personal use by such colleagues (but not commercially or systematically, e.g., via an email list or list serve);
- The right to post the pre-print version of the Work on your website or your employer’s website with reference to the publication by ASTM as the copyright holder. This preprint will be sent to you by the copyeditor. This version does not include the final edits. Such preprints may be posted as electronic files on the Author’s own website for personal or professional use, or on the Author’s internal university or corporate networks/intranet, or secure external website at the Author’s institution, but not for commercial sale or for any systematic external distribution by a third party (e.g: a list server or database connected to a public access server). Prior to publication, the Author must include the following notice on the preprint: “This is a preprint of an article accepted for publication in Publication (journal or book) Title, Copyright @ (year), ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA, DOI: 10/1520__________”. NOTE: Directing researchers to the DOI will ensure the authors get appropriate citations from CrossRef.
- After publication of the Work by ASTM International, the preprint notice should be amended to read as follows: “This is a preprint of an article published in Publication (journal or book) Title, Copyright @ (year), ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA, DOI: 10/1520__________, page numbers, www.astm.org”. The Author agrees not to update the preprint or replace it with the published version of the Work;
- A PFD of the final version will be supplied to each author and co-author, with a watermark on the last page that states: “Copyright ASTM International. All rights reserved, date, time. Downloaded by (author’s
name, affiliation), pursuant to Author/Copyright Owner Agreement. No further reproduction authorized.” This version can be given to your employer or funding agency. Continue to direct researchers to the DOI for proper CrossRef attribution.

- The right to present the Work at a meeting or conference and to distribute copies of such Work to the delegate attending the meeting after the Work is published by ASTM with appropriate citation to the published article;
- For the author’s employer, if the Work is a “work for hire”, made within the scope of the author’s employment, the right to use all or part of the information in (any version of) the Work for other intra-company use (e.g., training);
- You retain any patent and trademark rights and rights to any process or procedure described in the Work;
- The right to include the Work in full or in part in a thesis or dissertation (provided that this is not to be published commercially);
- The right to use the Work or any part thereof in a printed compilation of works of the author, such as collected writings or lecture notes (subsequent to publication of the Work by ASTM); and
- The right to prepare other derivative works, to the extent the Work is not book-length form, or to otherwise re-use portions or excerpts in other publications, with full acknowledgement of its original publication by ASTM.

Other uses by authors must be authorized in writing by ASTM.